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Abstract. Regional logistics information platform based on cloud computing is the development 
direction of regional logistics information platform in the future. In this paper, the target, design 
principles, network topology, logical structure and architecture of regional logistics information 
platform based on cloud computing are studied on the basis of analyzing and researching cloud 
computing and Hadoop technology. It provides technical support for construction of regional logistics 
information platform based on cloud computing. 

Introduction 

Regional logistics information platform is neural networks of regional logistics, linking to each 
level and each aspect of logistics system. It is an important part of regional logistics information, as 
well as an important way of promoting modern logistics industry development by local government. 
Regional logistics information platform is essentially an integrated management information system, 
which integrate regional logistics information resources through the use of modern information 
technology and communication technology, and effectively manage planning, coordination, 
implementation and monitoring of supply chain[1,2]. Cloud computing is a new business model, 
which allows users to access computing power, storage space and information services according to 
their demand[3]. Construction of regional logistics information platform based on cloud computing 
will contribute to integrating logistics resources, reducing logistics costs and improving logistics 
efficiency, and it provides information technical support for the rapid development of regional 
logistics. 

Cloud Computing 

The Concept of Cloud Computing 

Cloud computing is an advanced technology, which is the results of comprehensive development of 
parallel computing, distributed computing and grid computing. It manages computers distributed in 
different places, and it has a powerful computing capability and massive storage capacity to satisfy the 
various needs of different types of applications[4]. Cloud computing has some characteristics with 
data secure, shareable, scalability, large-scale and low price and so on. According to different services, 
cloud computing has 3 models: SaaS (software as a service), PaaS (platform as a service) and IaaS 
(infrastructure as a service). Cloud computing service model is shown in Figure 1. Cloud computing 
is data-centric, and it has a unique technology in parallel data processing, programming model and 
virtualization and so on. 
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Fig. 1 Cloud computing service model 

Hadoop Technology 

Hadoop is open-source distributed computing framework developed by Apache Foundation 
organization. It uses inexpensive computing equipment to build a large computing pool in order to 
improve the speed and efficiency of analyzing massive data. It is low-cost cloud computing 
solution[5]. Hadoop technology provides a relatively simple, easy-to-program interface, therefore, it 
is a distributed computer platform easily handling and storing large amounts of data. It has some 
characteristics with strong expansibility, low cost, higher efficiency and better security and so on. 

Hadoop is a collection of related sub-project, the core of which is Hadoop Common, HDFS and 
MapReduce, and other subprojects of which provide complementary services. Hadoop technology 
stack is shown in Figure 2. 

 
Fig. 2 Hadoop technology stack 

Regional Logistics Information Platform Based on Cloud Computing 

Target and Principles of Construction 

The target of constructing regional logistics information platform based on cloud computing is to 
use a number of low-end PC servers to set up Hadoop cloud computing platform, and to support 
analysis demand of massive logistics data, and to improve the speed and efficiency of data analysis, 
and to provide immediate and accurate information services for business decisions, meanwhile, to 
save the investment cost for regional logistics information construction[6]. 

Principles of constructing platform include: economic principle, efficient principle, and security 
principle. Economic principle: It takes full use of existing resources to build the infrastructure of 
platform. According to Hadoop less demanding on the hardware, it uses a number of low-end PC 
servers to set up Hadoop clusters. Efficient principle: It uses the advantage of cloud computing 
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platform to improve the efficiency of process massive logistics data. Security principle: In the process 
of constructing platform, the own safety of platform and information security are fully considered. 
The necessary measures are taken to avoid the security risks. 

Network Topology Structure of Platform 

Network topology structure of regional logistic information platform based on cloud computing 
includes front-end operating area and back-end production area[7], and the production area includes 
Hadoop clusters LAN and various servers. The network topology structure is shown in Figure 3. 

 

 
Fig. 3. The network topology structure 

Hadoop clusters LAN consists of 1 NameNode server, 1 secondary NameNode server, a 
JobTracker server and several secondary servers. 

NameNode server is responsible for managing the segmentation and storage of massive data files, 
and monitoring the operating conditions of DataNodes. Application needs to read the data files, it 
firstly visits NameNode server to access to data files distributed on DataNodes, and then it 
communicates directly with DataNode. Once a DataNode is down, NameNode will notify the 
application to access the copy of each data block of the DataNode, and adds the copy of each data 
block on other DataNodes, in order to ensure reliable operation of the platform. 

Secondary NameNode server is responsible for monitoring HDFS state, and communicates with 
NameNode to save regularly a snapshot of HDFS metadata. If NameNode fails, it is used as a standby 
NameNode. 

JobTracker server is responsible for managing the decomposition and summary of computing task, 
and monitors the operation condition of each TaskTracker. Once a task fails, JobTracker 
automatically restarts the task. 

Secondary sever has both roles of DataNode and TaskTracker. It is responsible for the data blocks 
storage and the data blocks calculation respectively. 

Logic Model of Platform 

Typical cloud computing services includes three models[8]. IaaS: It provides the infrastructure 
(computing power, storage capacity, network resource) as a service to users, and users get virtual 
server according to their own demand. PaaS: It provides API or development platform for users to 
create their own applications in the cloud, and users do not need to focus on the bottom cloud 
infrastructure. SaaS: It provides various applications running on cloud infrastructure for users, and 
users can access these applications through the client interface. 
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On the basis of in-depth analysis of regional logistics service resources, job tasks and related 
supporting technology, the logical model of regional logistics information platform based on cloud 
computing is built. The logical model of platform mainly consists of cloud service provider, cloud 
service management platform and cloud service receiver[9]. Cloud service provider mainly provides 
basic logistics services, such as warehousing, transportation, production, distribution and customs, 
etc., which is carrier of the different logistics resources and service resources managed and organized 
by cloud service management platform. Cloud service management platform is responsible for 
abstraction, integration, scheduling and matches of logistics service resources, and it provides 
real-time and personalized logistics services for cloud service receiver. Cloud service receiver is 
mainly user of cloud logistics services, facing various operating entities and the corresponding 
customers. The logical model of regional logistics information platform based on cloud computing is 
shown in Figure 4. 

 

 
Fig. 4. The logical model 

System Architecture of Platform 

On the basis of the logical model of regional logistics information platform based on cloud 
computing, the system architecture of regional logistics information platform based on cloud 
computing is set up through further analyzing and refining structure and application of platform. The 
system architecture of platform consists mainly of IaaS, PaaS, SaaS and client, which is designed by 
using service-oriented architecture and using web services description language to describe service 
interfaces[10]. IaaS model provides cloud access and sharing of basic logistics service resources of 
regional logistics. PaaS model provides convenient Web services for users of regional logistics. SaaS 
model provides software services for all kinds of logistics service entities in regional logistics area. 
Client accesses cloud service interface of regional logistics job tasks, and provides on-demand service 
requests. Finally, the services sharing and resources allocation platform of regional logistics based on 
cloud computing is set up, which implement new regional logistics service model and optimize the 
allocation of logistics service resources. The system architecture of regional logistics information 
platform based on cloud computing is shown in Figure 5.  
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Fig. 5. The system architecture 

Conclusions 

Regional logistics information platform based on cloud computing is the key and core of regional 
logistics information, and it is also the objective need of regional logistics development. Regional 
logistics information platform based on cloud computing is the development direction of regional 
logistics information platform in the future. The target, design principles, network topology, logical 
structure and architecture of regional logistics information platform based on cloud computing are 
studied in this paper. It provides a guideline and reference for the construction of logistics information 
platform, and it has some practical needs and application values. 
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